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A JOURNEY TO CHRIST AND A
JOURNEY WITH CHRIST

by Robert Hamilton, Newtownards

The Before
My parents were both from Belfast but I was brought up in the village of
Millisle. They were believers but, of course, that didn’t make me a
Christian! My own story of coming to faith comes in sort of two stages!
I had a childhood experience in Sunday School of simply asking the Lord to
save me as a result of what the Sunday School teacher was talking about.
However as I progressed into adolescent/teenage years that childhood
experience became somewhat of an unsure memory and indeed I was
much more interested in living for myself rather than for the Lord!
Nonetheless, I had an underlying sense of dissatisfaction and found myself
searching for that “something else” in life. In my late teens, I starting going
out with a girl who wasn’t a Christian and maybe because of my earlier
profession of faith, I found that I had a bit of a conscience about that! From
time to time, I would try to “preach” to her. As you might imagine, it soon
came to the point that our relationship broke up. Strangely, subsequent to
that, she got converted!
We did get back together but it wasn’t the same. She wanted to grow and
progress as a Christian with all the zeal that is characteristic of a new
convert. I was still nowhere spiritually – so we broke up … again!
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The How
About a month/six weeks after we broke up, I was so challenged by the
change in her lifestyle, that I wanted that for me. In my room, one evening,
I just said to God that I wanted him to have the first place in my life; to take
control. The penny dropped!
The After
My Christian life, which before had been carried out with a sense of
religious duty began to come alive. I got into reading the Bible (although 40
years on, that still requires a certain discipline for me) but I did begin to get
something from it – it came alive! I began to pray and to meet with other
Christians - I had the desire to do so. I also found myself looking for ways to
share my faith. My life became meaningful. Of course, there have been ups
and downs since but generally speaking, my faith had become real.
The Sequel
Further down the track, I ended up marrying that teenage sweetheart with
whom I had broken up a couple times! Muriel and I have since been
married for 40 years. We have five grown-up children and fifteen
grandchildren! We have had the privilege of serving the Lord in a “fulltime” capacity” for over 30 of those 40 years; first of all in Italy, then in
Scotland and in more recent times back in our native Northern Ireland. The
Lord has been faithful … and we can certainly testify to that! Here are some
major differences that becoming a Christian has meant to me:
Enjoying a sense of pardon/cleansing which has taken away the guilt
for sins committed.
A real purpose in life as I seek to live for God’s eternal kingdom and its
values.
Being able to rely on the promise of eternal security with the Lord in his
new creation!
May you too come into the benefit of these blessings.
Robert Hamilton, Newtownards, June 2022.

